WELCOME!

Celebrating 60 years of the benefits of innovation in medical technology to Society

Nicole Denjoy
COCIR Secretary General
COCIR History

• COCIR was founded in 1959

• March 2002: COCIR became a INPA as per Belgian laws

• COCIR Board decided in 2004 to move offices from Frankfurt to Brussels

• January 2006: Official Opening of COCIR Offices in Brussels

• March 2007: COCIR China Office created under the umbrella of European Chamber of Commerce in Beijing
COCIR Past Presidents

Tom Egelund – 2002 - 2004

Frank Anton – 2004 - 2007

Heinrich von Wulfen – 2007 - 2012

Kevin Haydon – 2012 - 2015

Joost Leeflang – 2015 - 2018
COCIR Current President
2018-2020

Jan KIMPEN
COCIR President and Chief Medical Officer at Royal Philips
Move to Brussels ...

Oct 2005
Nicole Denjoy nominated COCIR Secretary General

Jan 2006
New COCIR office in Brussels – capital of Europe. Bld A. Reyers 80, 1030 Brussels
2007

New COCIR office in China – in the offices of the EUCCC

Beijing Lufthansa Centre, Office S-123, 150 Liangmaqiao Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100016, P.R. China
COCIR has obtained a type A Liaison with IEC TC 62

International Electrotechnical Commission
2009

COCIR 50th Anniversary (1959 – 2009)

Event in the Cinquantenaire attended by more than 200 participants coming from more than 18 countries as this was organized at the same time as IEC TC 62 meetings

Nicole Denjoy, Günter Verheugen, vice-president of the European Commission, and the former COCIR President Heinrich von Wulfen
COCIR
Taking Care of IEC
TC 62
Secretariat

2009
2010

COCIR became member of BIAC

Business and Industry Advisory Committee representing private business in front of the OECD Health Committee

Nicole Denjoy became Chair of BIAC Health Committee
2011

First edition of the COCIR eHealth Toolkit

10 recommendations for a better and faster deployment of eHealth
2012

COCIR – one of the founding members of DITTA

DITTA incorporated in the USA State of Delaware as an International Non-Profit Trade Association and became an NGO in WHO
EMF Directive adopted with exemption for MRI

Considered as a Big Success! This directive was postponed for 4 years and based on COCIR joint work with ESR who created the Alliance for MRI
COCIR First Annual eHealth Summit organized

In partnership with HIMSS Europe and the European Hospital and Healthcare Federation (HOPE)
COCIR Call for Action at the European Parliament

6 COCIR’S Recommendations For Eu Action To Improve Health

Vytenis Andriukaitis, Commissioner for Health & Food Safety

MEP Françoise Grossetête, European Parliament, Vice President of the EPP Group
2015 (2 of 3)

Second eHealth Summit in 2015

European Commission Director General Roberto Viola
OECD Forum
The Internet of Self: Health Innovation
10th Anniversary of COCIR Office in Brussels
2016 (2 of 4)

Launch of the Integrated Care Alliance
Third eHealth Summit
European Health Commissioner
Vytenis Andriukaitis
DG Evans from DG GROW, DDG Qin from CFDA and Adam Dunett, EUCCC SG, made also brief speeches, sharing their warmest regards to COCIR and COCIR China: “Great to be there for COCIR Anniversary, thanks for the opportunity! All the best for the next 10 years!”
2017 (2 of 3)

WHO Forum on Medical Devices

WHO Director General, Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus
Fourth eHealth Summit

MEP Michal BONI (EPP, PL)
Multi-Stakeholders Digital Health Roadmap to support integrated Care

Launch at the European Parliament
COCIR 60th Anniversary (1959 – 2019)

Event in the Cinquantenaire (AutoWorld)
2019 (2 of 2)

COCIR Vision for the next 5 years ....

...for the next EU Policy Life Cycle
Today: Launch of our Publication on EU Health Data Space
thank you